
Visitor: P. Burns

1. Presenting the ISTec Social web site:
   - L. Troup gave brief overview
   - Jim F. will give overview next month
     - Can it mail when a new posting is made? Or icon in bottom?
     - Too busy to check
   - Asked to populate by Monday for IAC meeting
   - colostate.ming.com

2. Continuing discussion of the research networking project:
   - S. Hayne distributed information Re: “Maps of Science” and “pajek” tools which can model collaborations
     - Can these be used to define Retreat Topics?
     - How should we use this?
     - Bring proposal listing to next meeting
     - What kind of discussion has gone on at upper level management regarding support for collaboration?
     - Committee to scan through proposals that review calls for proposals and bring them to focus
     - Take to VPRIT with these graphs

3. Graduate School Computing Course
   - GR510, 511 (198X) was established to use computing capabilities better; classes faded off. Need to rejuvenate within new, 2007, capabilities
   - CS475/GR510- FA07 has 11 students. Needs for GR511: different and more application bases. Can CS575 be piggybacked?
     - Wim indicates that CS575 is quite different than current definitions of GS511
     - Current issue is what to do with GR510 students in SP08
     - Need ideas for applications for GR511 from RAC.

4. Sanjay Rajopadhye resigning from RAC.